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NEW & UPCOMING

Cases and Materials on Contracts, 7th Ed.
Waddams, Singer, MacDougall, McCamus, Neyers
978-1-77462-404-3 NEW

This casebook contains the key principles such as offer and acceptance, written versus oral contracts, what constitutes breach of a contract, the enforcement of contracts, and other important concepts that all law students should understand and know.

Wills and Estates: Cases, Texts, and Materials, 4th Ed.
Black
978-1-77462-426-5 NEW

This text provides a practical and clear summary of the core legal principles and significant judicial decisions associated with the law of wills and estates in the province of Ontario.

Sentencing and Penal Policy in Canada: Cases, Materials and Commentary, 4th Ed.
Hves, Manson, Healey, Trotter, Roberts, et al.
978-1-77462-182-0 NEW

This new edition features comprehensive coverage of all aspects of sentencing, including judicial methodology, aggravating and mitigating factors, plea discussions, probation, and imprisonment.

Private International Law in Common Law Canada: Cases, Text and Materials, 5th Ed.
Pitel, Bailey, Bloom, Ross, Saumier, Seck, Walker, Walsh
978-1-77462-178-3 NEW

This fifth edition investigates the historical and theoretical underpinnings of private international law, exploring its constitutional implications and its interactions with public policy. The key issues are explored in the areas of torts, contracts, property law and succession, and family law.

Secured Transactions in Personal Property: Cases, Text, and Materials, 8th Ed.
Duggan, Selick, Burke
978-1-77462-257-5 NEW

This edition explores key issues surrounding transactions involving secured credit. It introduces the reader to the various forms of security interests and their formal requirements and examines the rights and responsibilities of the parties involved in these transactions.

Hagen, Scassa, Hutchinson, Wilkinson, et al.
978-1-77462-041-4 NEW

This edition presents key foundational concepts required for an understanding of intellectual property in Canada. Readers are presented with an analysis of the fundamentals of Canadian IP law and are guided through ongoing debates of policy and principle.

Class Actions in Canada: Cases, Notes, and Materials, 3rd Ed.
Walker, Rosenfield, Kalajdzic
978-1-77462-549-9 NEW

This essential text examines leading-edge case law and current legislative regimes that shape the certification process, representative, and settlement approval.

Bestsellers

Canadian Constitutional Law, 6th Ed.
Matters, MacKinnon, et al.
978-1-77462-373-4

This edition includes expanded coverage of Indigenous issues and emphasizes the history of the Canadian Constitution to facilitate a greater understanding of contemporary constitutional issues and interpretations.

Administrative Law: Cases, Text, and Materials, 8th Ed.
Hecman, Proulx, Muir, Van Harten
978-1-77255-526-4

This authoritative casebook offers a case-analysis teaching approach to the key doctrines of administrative law that regulate government operation and interaction with citizens. This edition reflects extensive legislative updates, new case examples, judicial decisions, and recent policy developments.

Criminal Law and Procedure: Cases and Materials, 12th Ed.
Roach, Berger, Cruikshank, Kyiyan
978-1-77255-589-2

This casebook presents commentary and case law together to provide practical information about the legislation that governs both regulatory and criminal offenses and how criminal law is practiced.

Administrative Law in Context, 4th Ed.
Flood, Daly
978-1-77462-116-3

This updated resource offers a comprehensive and experiential approach to administrative law in the important contexts that shape legal ideas and doctrines, providing students with a practical understanding of the procedures and functions of administrative boards and tribunals.

Public Law: Cases, Commentary, and Analysis, 4th Ed.
Forose, Dodek, Bryden, Haigh, Liston, Mackintosh
978-1-77255-611-7

This resource is the only text of its kind that is devoted exclusively to public law in Canada, presenting cases with insightful author commentary and demonstrating concepts, principles, and theory in a direct and accessible manner.

Tort Law: Cases and Materials, 5th Ed.
Wynn
978-1-77255-579-0

This edition contains new cases in order to give a faithful picture of tort law in the common law jurisdictions of Canada. Some of the issues covered include nuisance, reasonable care, the duty of care, negligent misrepresentation, vicarious liability, and the negligence liability of public authorities.

Modern Criminal Evidence
Gourlay, Jones, Makepeace, Crisp, Pomerance
978-1-77255-642-1

This is the first major treatise to provide a truly practical and comprehensive guide to criminal evidence law in Canada. This book’s practical approach guides readers through everyday issues in all components of criminal law, providing indispensable insight from Crown, defense, and judicial perspectives.